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Abstract
This thesis focusses on the implementation of two elastic lidar (light detection and ran-
ging) techniques for the monitoring of atmospheric aerosols and insects at short-wave infrared
wavelengths.
Data acquisition software was developed for a time-of-flight system, housed in the Lund
University Mobile Biosphere Observatory (LUMBO), with consideration to the intended en-
tomological application. Once up and running, the background signal and noise present in the
system was characterised to facilitate future data filtering and background subtraction. The ac-
quisition of a signal from a nearby building was achieved, but revealed that the signal-to-noise
ratio of the system was too poor to be able to reliably distinguish any insect events. Attempts
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio were made through the construction of a transimpedance
amplifier for the receiving avalanche photodiode, but were unsuccessful.
Proof-of-concept dual-band measurements on atmospheric aerosols and insects were per-
formed with a Scheimpflug lidar system. The measurements demonstrated the high spati-
otemporal resolution of the system, making possible the localisation and identification of, for
example, vehicle emissions. Moreover, it was shown that the ratio between the backscattered
signal in the two bands can be used to distinguish between different particle plumes, indicating
the potential of the technique to identify aerosols. Furthermore, the dual-band measurements
on insects demonstrated the ability of the apparatus to resolve the wing beat frequencies of the
organisms in question, along with several associated higher harmonics in the Fourier transform
of the time series data.
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Part I
Introduction
Remote sensing is the name given to methods of acquiring and extracting information about a target
object or phenomenon from a distance. Human beings perform passive remote sensing almost un-
interruptedly in the form of vision, hearing and smell to navigate our environment. Early forms of
active remote sensing techniques are encountered in the animal kingdomwith one example evolving
around 65-85 million years ago, during the Mesozoic era. The pioneers of these acoustic experi-
ments were bats that used the echoes from their calls to perceive the surrounding environment in
complete darkness [1]. Moving forward to the current age, active remote sensing techniques are
employed in a multitude of different fields. This thesis focusses on the use of the remote sensing
technique Light Detection and Ranging (lidar) on aerosols and aerofauna. Lidar is an active remote
sensing technique able to extract information about range and other physical properties of a target
from the backscattered light arising from its illumination with light of wavelengths ranging from
the infrared (IR) to the ultraviolet (UV).
The first mention of a variation of lidar was in 1930, when E.H. Synge suggested that the density
of the atmosphere could be characterised by the scattered light arising from the intersection of a
number of light beams in an air volume at a height of up to 30 km [2]. With the invention of the
laser in the 1960s, lidar evolved into a powerful optical remote sensing technique, capable of feats
ranging from mapping the topography of Mars aboard the Mars Global Surveyor Spacecraft [3] to
measuring vegetation densities/types and playing a key role in navigation systems for the rapidly
growing field of autonomous vehicles [4].
Probing hard targets such as the surrounding environment in the operation of autonomous vehicles,
or terrain surfaces, makes use of the timing at which an emitted laser pulse returns to gather range
information. Lidar on volumetric targets that consist of a gaseous distribution of molecules – such
as the atmosphere – however, demands the use of lidar systems with superior sensitivity and the
registration of not only the timing at which the emitted laser light returns, but also the full-waveform
signal strength.
Lidar is mostly applied in topological studies and atmospheric characterisation, and has in the past
decade also been adapted for entomological applications.
0.1 Atmospheric Lidar
Climate change is one of the greatest challenges of modern time. Anthropogenic burning of fossil
fuels and biomass is a significant contributor to the increase in insulating greenhouse gases and
hazardous particles, or aerosols, in the atmosphere [5]. Atmospheric aerosols interact with the solar
radiation incident on the Earth, as well as the thermal radiation leaving the Earth’s surface, through
scattering and absorption processes. In such a way, they play a large role in the net radiation flux
to/from Earth, affecting temperature and climate. Moreover, the presence of atmospheric aerosols
and pollutants arising from anthropogenic activities are thought to cause 3.3 million premature
deaths per year worldwide [6] – it is thus of the utmost importance to be able to quantify and
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characterise atmospheric aerosols, as well as locate their sources. Lidar has seen widespread ap-
plication within this field and is a popular method of gathering height- and temporally-resolved
physical and optical data on atmospheric aeorosols over longer periods of time, something which is
critical in studies related to the spread of emitted pollution over geographical areas, the formation
of precipitation and air quality [7].
In addition to being an invaluable tool in atmospheric and environmental studies, lidar can be used
to detect and monitor aero-fauna such as insects and birds in the atmosphere [8, 9]. Remote mon-
itoring of insect movement in the field has previously been performed by means of entomological
radar [10, 11]. Harmonic radar methods, for example, have been designed and implemented to
track individual insects after having equipped them with miniature transponders [12, 13]. Vertical
beam radars, directed up into the atmosphere, can be used to deduce insect physical properties and
wing-beat frequency [14]. Lidar systems, however, offer the advantage that the shorter wavelengths
used can probe the absorption bands of certain molecules in the optical regime, e.g. water and
melanin, to gain richer information about the insect target [15]. Based on wing-beat frequency and
optical cross section (OCS), species identification is possible [16]. With sampling rates in the kHz
region, distinction between the wing and body cross sections can be made [17]. Remote methods
of detecting aero-fauna provide a tool to learn more about insect behaviour in relation to preda-
tion, mating and insect group dynamics. Hence, lidar provides a platform for monitoring insect
population densities of agricultural pests such as locusts, disease carrying species such as the malaria
mosquito and other species that serve as bio-indicators for the health of the local ecosystem [18,
19]. The application of lidar to the identification of aero-fauna is recent and is – to date – mainly
being developed by one research group in Lund, Sweden and one in Montana, U.S.A [20, 21, 22,
23].
0.2 Aim
This thesis aims to document efforts in the implementation of two forms of lidar, time-of-flight
(TOF) and Scheimpflug lidar, in atmospheric measurements of insects and aerosols respectively
using short-wave infrared (SWIR) wavelength laser light.
For the TOF system, a data acquistion process that takes into consideration time, data storage
and data quality in terms of spatial resolution and signal to noise ratio (SNR) was developed to
ensure that the obtained data would contain as much relevant information as possible to detect
insects and deduct their wing beat frequencies (WBFs) at long ranges. The background signal
present in the system was characterised and the main sources of disturbances identified to facilitate
future background/noise removal or filtering. A photodiode (PD) was constructed to act as an
optical trigger for the measurements and, once running, the lasers were directed towards the wall of
the nearby chemistry building from which signals were obtained. Attempts were made to further
increase the amplitude and SNR of the obtained signal by varying the impedance level on the
oscilloscope by which the signal was sampled.
With the Scheimpflug system, proof-of-concept dual band-measurements were performed on particle
plumes – particle samples released into the atmosphere – with the intention of investigating the po-
tential of the method in identifying and quantifying aerosols in the SWIR region. With the same
intention, dual band insect measurements were performed.
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Part II
Theory
1 Lidar Technology
1.1 Time-of-Flight Lidar
TOF lidar is the most commonly implemented lidar technique and utilises pulsed laser light to
determine the distance to a scatterer in the probe volume. The round trip time, t, at which a
backscattered pulse travelling at the speed of light, c, arrives (relative to its emission) at the detector
is indicative of the distance, r, between the detector and the point at which the backscatter occurred
according to:
r =
ct
2
(1)
The repetition rate, frep, of the laser puts a constraint on the maximum distance, rmax at which an
object can be accurately ranged. rmax is given by:
rmax =
c
2  frep (2)
Backscattered light arising from objects outside the bounds of rmax will, depending on the timing
with which their reflections arrive at the detector, appear to be coming from another point within
rmax. In order to prevent this, the beam can be terminated at a distance smaller than or equal to
rmax. The range resolution of the TOF system is limited by three factors: the laser pulse duration,
 ; the bandwidth (BW) of the detector; and the frequency at which the signal from the detector is
sampled fs.
1.2 Scheimpﬂug Lidar
Scheimpflug lidar is a variation of lidar developed at Lund University [8], and is based on the
Scheimpflug principle [24]. In contrast to TOF lidar, it makes use of inexpensive continuous-
wave (CW) laser sources and range information is obtained from backscattered light through the
geometrical arrangement of the detector, the lens and the object plane (laser beam) as shown in
Figure 1.
In most detector-lens arrangements, the lens plane is parallel to the image plane. The tilting of the
detector array with respect to the lens plane in Figure 1, however, associates each pixel of the array
with a range interval. The spatial precision with which a signal can be traced back to a specific
volume along the beam is determined by the distance between the Scheimpflug system and the
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Figure 1: Schematic of the Scheimpflug lidar setup. The detector plane is tilted at an angle  with
respect to the lens plane. This arrangement gives focus along the whole laser beam, from a near-field
limit, represented by the intersection of the dotted line from A1 with the laser beam, to the point at
which the beam is terminated. In some applications, the beam can be imaged to infinity instead of being
terminated. Range information is obtained from the location of the incident signal on the array.
origin of the signal. Beginning with A1 in Figure 1, each consecutive pixel images larger range
segments i.e. pixel A1 images the range segment denoted by B1 and pixel A2 images a larger range
segment B2. This is exemplified in Figure 2, which shows the ranges corresponding to each pixel
in the Scheimpflug lidar arrangement used for this thesis work.
Figure 2: Variation of range interval measured with pixel number when the Scheimpflug setup at Lund
University is calibrated for measurements with a termination at a distance of 980 m.
The geometrical calculations that are performed to map each pixel in the detector array to a certain
range require that the distance to the termination is known.
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1.3 Comparison
Entomological Time-of-Flightmeasurements have previously been performed by a group atMontana
State University that has succeeded in acquiring backscattered signals from bees at a range of ap-
proximately 100 m [22]. At Lund University, infrastructure to perform TOF measurements exists
in the form of the Lund University Mobile Biosphere Observatory (LUMBO). Some specifications
of these systems, along with the Lund University Scheimpflug system, are listed in Table 1 for
comparison purposes.
Table 1: Comparison of instrumental specifications of the lidar systems at Lund University andMontana
State University [22, 23, 25].
Speciﬁcation Montana Group LUMBO LU Scheimpﬂug
Lidar Technique TOF TOF Scheimpflug
Range Resolution Constant Constant Decays with inversesquare of range
Signal Intensity Decays with inversesquare of range
Decays with inverse
square of range
Constant for volumetric targets,
decays with inverse
square of range for
hard targets
Wavelength, (nm)  532 1550 980, 1550
Pulse Energy (µJ) >10 150 23,38
Pulse Duration (ns) <1 6 90 103
Laser Average Power (W) 0.07 3 2.5, 4.2
Repetition/Line Rate (kHz) 7.2 20 10
Receiver Diameter (mm) 152 305 200
Detector Type Photomultiplier tube InGaAs avalanchephotodetector InGaAs pixel array
Detector Bandwidth (MHz) 200 113 20.5
The core differences between TOF and Scheimpflug systems lie in the factors that affect: spatial
resolution, signal intensity and temporal resolution.
TOF lidar systems are limited in both spatial and temporal resolution by the pulse length, as
discussed in Section 1.1. Pulsed laser systems are subject to a ”minimum-duration bandwidth
product”, which places a minimum limit on the pulse length proportional to the inverse of the
laser BW [26]. This sets an intrinsic limit on the spatial resolution of any TOF system. On the
contrary, the spatial resolution of Scheimpflug systems is limited by the pixel size, the detector-
target distance (Figure 2) and the quality of the optics used. Further factors that affect the temporal
resolution in TOF systems are: pulse repetition rate, detector BW, BW of the analogue-to-digital
converter (ADC). Since it is important that pulses do not overlap, the maximum round trip time of
the pulse plays a part in deciding the pulse repetition rate. For the Scheimpflug systems, temporal
resolution is limited only by the read-out rate of the detector. Lastly, the signal intensity decays with
the inverse square of the range in TOF systems, whereas it remains constant in Scheimpflug systems
– this gives Scheimpflug the additional ability to constantly measure the atmospheric background
signal.
Comparing the LUMBO and Montana TOF systems with each other, it is postulated that the
LUMBO system could potentially offer an improvement of either measurement range or minimum
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detectable size of atmospheric aero-fauna. The increased range and detection ability is owing to
the larger pulse energy, increased pulse repetition rate and receiver diameter. Moreover, the laser
wavelength of 1550 nm offers an advantage compared to that at 532 nm; this will be discussed in
Section 5.
2 Optical Processes
The interaction between electromagnetic waves and matter occurs in the form of scattering, absorp-
tion and emission processes. Scattering occurs when molecules are exposed to radiation, which they
subsequently re-radiate in many directions. Scattering processes in which the kinetic energy of the
incident photons is conserved are said to be elastic; the wavelength of the scattered radiation is the
same as that of the incident radiation. Such a process is depicted in Figure 3.
Figure 3: A quantum mechanical representation of the elastic process of Rayleigh scattering in which
the molecule/system is excited by the incident radiation of energy E = hf from state E1 to a virtual
state corresponding to energy E1 + hf . f is the radiation frequency and h is the Planck constant. The
radiation is re-emitted upon de-excitation..
The virtual energy level shown in Figure 3, E1 + hf , is only allowed within the limits of the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle and therefore has an extremely short lifetime. Rayleigh scattering
occurs when the radiation incident on a target is of a wavelength much larger than the target itself,
and the scattering is often in a dipole-antenna pattern. When the target diameter approaches or
exceeds the radiation wavelength, this approximation is no longer adequate and scattering occurs
preferentially in one direction; Mie scattering is said to occur. These scenarios are depicted in Figure
4.
Figure 4: Rayleigh scattering occurs when the incident radiation is of a wavelength  much larger than
the particle diameter, d. Mie scattering occurs when d approaches, or becomes larger than,  in size. The
angular emission of the incident radiation differs between the two scenarios.
Moreover, the intensity of the scattered radiation varies with wavelength. For Rayleigh scattering,
the intensity of the scattered radiation from a particle of diameter d is proportional to the inverse
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fourth power of the wavelength,  4. On the other hand, Mie scattering displays an approximate
 2 intensity dependence [27].
Absorption occurs when the incident electromagnetic energy, instead of being re-radiated as elec-
tromagnetic energy, is transformed into other energy forms i.e. thermal energy. The proportion
of light scattered versus that absorbed is determined by the properties of the medium upon which
radiation is incident; the medium properties can be characterised through ;  and , otherwise
termed the phenomenological constants, which represent the conductivity, permeability and electric
susceptibility respectively. The phenomenological constants are taken to be frequency-dependent
and can have complex values; the imaginary component of these constants is what contributes to
absorption processes in the medium [28]. The complex index of refraction, n, can ultimately be
traced back to these phenomenological constants and serves as a description of the light propagation
through a medium. It can be written:
n = n0 + n00  i (3)
n0 represents the real component of the complex index of refraction and accounts for the refraction,
or bending, of light in the medium; this includes reflection at interfaces between media of different
refractive indices, governed by the Fresnel equations [29]. In fact, Mie scattering can be regarded
as a consequence of the Fresnel equations governing surface reflections:
Rs =

ni cos i   nt
q
1  (ni
nt
sin i)2
ni cos i + nt
q
1  (ni
nt
sin i)2

2
(4)
Rp =

ni
q
1  (ni
nt
sin i)2   nt cos i
ni
q
1  (ni
nt
sin i)2 + nt cos i

2
(5)
Figure 5: Fresnel reflection at a surface between two
media of differing refractive indices ni and nt.
Rs andRp represent the reflectance at the interface between the twomedia for light of perpendicular
and parallel polarisation with respect to the plane of incidence respectively. ni represents the index
of refraction in the medium from which the light is incident, whereas nt is the index of refraction in
the medium into which the radiation is transmitted. i is the angle of incidence – the angle between
the incident radiation and the normal to the boundary interface between the media. The imaginary
component, n00, accounts for the attenuation inside the medium which can be quantified by the
absorption coefficient, a. The Beer-Lambert law relates the fraction of internally transmitted light,
T , through a substance of length l to a by:
T = e al (6)
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It can be shown that the real and imaginary components of the phenomenological constants are
related to each other by mathematical relations called Kramers-Kronig relations and are thus by no
means independent of each other [28]. Hence, n0 and a are related to each other in the same
fashion. Figure 6 shows the spectral variation of a for water vapour and liquid water, along with
the spectral variation of refractive index for liquid water.
Figure 6: The absorption spectra of water vapour at atmospheric pressure and liquid water, as well as
the spectral variation of refractive index in liquid water. The absorption coefficient and refractive index
are related to each other by the Kramers-Kronig relations. Data from [30] and the online HITRAN
database [31].
As seen in Figure 6, the absorption spectrum for water in gaseous form is more complex and intricate
than that for water in liquid form, which conveys a smooth absorption across wavelengths. The
differences between these spectra are relevant to take into account when considering the absorption
that occurs in living insects with a high liquid water content, for example, and the scattering from
atmospheric water vapour.
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3 Single Mie Scattering in Aerosols
Light scattering from particles suspended in the air, aerosols, can to a certain extent be described
by Mie scattering [32]. As mentioned previously, Mie scattering is the process by which light
scatters elastically from particles with diameters of similar size to, or larger than, its wavelength.
This interaction of light with matter, as illustrated in Figure 7, is described by the Mie solution to
the Maxwell Equations. It should be noted that while the Mie solution to the Maxwell equations
assumes spherically symmetrical solutions – a far cry from the irregular shapes of many aeorosols –
it does give some approximation of what can be expected.
Figure 7: Interaction of particle with incident radiation. The scattered light is described in spherical
coordinates r, , , centred on a spherical particle of radius a.
The intensity of the scattered radiation varies with angle ( and  in Figure 7) and polarisation of the
scattered light. Mie theory can be applied in order to predict how a light-particle interaction will
appear, and what can be expected in terms of backscattered radiation which is what is measured
with lidar techniques. To illustrate, Matlab code developed by Christian Mätzler [33] is used
to demonstrate the scattering from a collection of spherical particles with a user-defined complex
refractive index. The complex refractive indices of water at different wavelengths, required for the
calculations, are obtained from [30].
Figure 8 illustrates the variation of scattering intensity with scattering angle for light of wavelengths
980 nm and 1550 nm incident on a monodisperse volume of water particles.
From Figure 8, it is clear that forward scattering becomes strongly preferential compared to back
scattering the more the particle diameter approaches the wavelength of the incident radiation, with
this combination of particle diameters and radiation wavelengths. Aerosols are typically not restric-
ted to particles of a single diameter, and it is relevant to consider volumes of polydisperse particles.
Examining the relative intensities of the backscattered radiation (at direction 180 °) at a continuum
of wavelengths for four different collections of polydisperse particles results in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Relative variation of scattering intensity with scattering angle for light of 980 nm and 1550 nm
wavelength incident on a monodisperse volume of water particles from the 180° direction. Three water
particle diameters – 0.1 µm, 1 µm and 10 µm – were simulated. To better illustrate the Mie angular
scattering patterns that arise, the polar plots are normalised and logarithmic; the relative differences in
backscattered intensities between the different particle diameters is depicted in Figure 9.
Figure 9: Relative variation in intensity of backscattered (scattering direction 180°) light from polydis-
perse collections of water particles with wavelength. The results for four water particle diameters – 0.01
µm, 0.1 µm, 1 µm and 10 µm – are displayed. The wavelengths 980 nm and 1550 nm are marked
for clarity and comparison with Figure 8.
In Figure 9 the fluctuation of the backscattered intensity at the relatively large particle diameter, 10
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m, compared to the wavelengths, can be attributed to the uncertainties involved in the numerical
computation of the backscattered radiation. It is nonetheless clear that the larger the particle, the
greater the intensity of the backscattered light. In the atmosphere, Mie scattering from particles
is more significant in comparison to the Rayleigh scattering occuring from molecules [27]. As
discussed in Section 2, particles that have significantly smaller diameters than that of the incident
radiation will Rayleigh scatter almost equally in all directions with a wavelength dependency of  4
while those with diameters comparable to the wavelength in question will roughly adhere to a  2
dependence. The intensity of the scattered radiation is quantified by the scattering coefficient, s.
Hitherto, a brief outline of the angular and spectral nature of single Mie scattering from aerosols
has been given. What about the temporal characteristics of scattering, given that the particles are
in motion? Experiments in clear, foggy and snowy weather conditions were performed with the
Scheimpflug technique described in Section 1.2 at a wavelength of 1550 nm. Figure 10 show the
varying frequency content of the atmospheric signal at different distances for the three atmospheric
conditions.
Figure 10: Variation of frequency content of backscattered atmospheric signal at four different ranges
during three atmospheric conditions: clear, foggy, snowy. Measurements were performed with a Scheim-
pflug apparatus at a wavelength of 1550 nm. Exposure times were normalised to 1 ms. The clear air
gives a static signal across the frequency range whereas the foggy and snowy signals skew the frequency
distribution. Resolution is higher at shorter ranges. Plots taken from [34].
The clear air in Figure 10 gives a static signal across the frequency range along all ranges. With
the emergence of fog, the measurements at shorter ranges such as 53 m depict a somewhat skewed
frequency distribution in comparison to that obtained in clear conditions. As the spatial resolution
of the lidar system deteriorates with increasing range, the fog is better resolved at shorter ranges.
Hence, at short ranges the fog enters the probe volume, is resolved, and contributes to the low-
frequency content of the signal. The sparsely distributed snowflakes, on the other hand, move
quickly and contribute towards the higher-frequency end of the spectrum. Again, the contribution
is only visible when the snowflakes are spatially resolved by the instrumentation at short ranges.
This illustrates the varying spatial resolution of the Scheimpflug setup and what can be expected
from scattering by atmospheric particles. A collection of fine particles e.g. water particles in fog are
not individually resolved and their movement thus contributes to a low frequency signal. Larger
particles, such as snowflakes, can be individually resolved and contribute to high frequency signals.
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3.1 Aerosol Identiﬁcation
In the context of atmospheric lidar on aerosols, the term ’extinction coefficient’ is often used. The
extinction coefficient is the sum of the scattering coefficient, s, and the absorption coefficient a;
it is a measure of the total intensity reduction of the ballistic light. Inelastic lidar techniques such as
Raman lidar are able to extract the atmospheric extinction profiles for chosen gases, probing their
concentration [35]. Elastic techniques such as differential abosption lidar (DIAL) make use of laser
wavelengths that match the absorption bands of certain molecules to extract similar profiles. Ex-
amples of such experiments include monitoring atmospheric oxygen concentration [36] and meas-
uring carbon dioxide concentrations as an indicator for volcanic activity [37]. Elastic techniques
can either make use of approximations of atmospheric extinction coefficients to determine aerosol
concentration or of polarisation measurements on the backscattered light to determine concentra-
tion [35, 38, 39]. The polarisation methods can be also be used to identify aerosol species [40].
Hence, the unique scattering response of an aerosol to light of various wavelengths can be used as
a means to identify it.
In Figure 9, water particles of diameter 1 µm backscatter light of wavelength 980 nm much more
intensely than light of wavelength 1550 nm. Since each aerosol has unique scattering properties,
the ratio between the two intensities can be used as a form of spectral fingerprint to identify the
aerosol in question.
4 Multiple Mie Scattering in Aero-Fauna
TheMie scattering arising from the interaction of light with the biological tissue of insects or larger
objects in the atmosphere cannot be approximated using a single scattering approach. Instead, mul-
tiple Mie scattering in tissue, such as that shown in Figure 11, is considered. The optical properties
of tissue are given by the absorption coefficient, a (cm 1), the scattering coefficient s (cm 1),
the real refractive index, n0, and the scattering function p(; ) (sr 1) which describes the direction
of scattering in every step as shown in Figure 7. As discussed in Section 2, the imaginary component
of the refractive index contributes to the absorption and factors into the absorption coefficient by
a =
4n00

. For scattering events that exceed a few different consecutive paths, it is unnecessary
to consider the angular scattering distribution in as much detail as that shown in Figure 8 and an
anisotropy factor, g =< cos  > is introduced as a measure of the relative forward and backward
scattering intensities instead of (; ). A common convention is to combine s and g to give the
reduced scattering coefficient, 0s = s(1  g)[cm 1]. [41]
The attenuation length, l, is the inverse of the absorption coefficient a and specifies the length at
which the original intensity of the radiation has decreased by a factor 1
e
or, in other words, the length
at which the probability of a particle not having been absorbed is 1
e
. The total length of the random
walks taken by the incident photons in Figure 11 can be scaled linearly according to the scattering
coefficient; l1 is larger than l2 as a result of the lower scattering coefficient s1. Furthermore, an
increase in g would elongate the total path length in the direction of the incident radiation. The
opposite is true for a decrease in g.
The effect of path length through water on the backscattered signal from a bumblebee is shown in
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Figure 11: Schematic of multiple scattering in a medium of refractive index nt, with scattering coeffi-
cients, s1 and s2, and attenuation lengths l1 and l2 for wavelengths 1 and 2. The figure represents a
theoretical random walk of a single photon in the tissue. In practice, a statistical distribution of photons
is observed.
Figure 12. The signal from the bumblebee was retrieved from hyperspectral measurements on a dry,
dead specimen. In reality, the mass composition of insects is dominated by water, with some insects
composed of 60%-70%water [42]. Given the water absorption coefficients at different wavelengths
acquired from [30], the effects of the incident radiation travelling different path lengths through
the water/living insect are shown.
Figure 12: Variation of the relative strength of the backscattered signal from a bumblebee with
wavelength. The blue plot represents the original reflectance spectrum from the dry specimen. For the
other spectra, the varying total path lengths through water, l, have been taken into account. Reflectance
is depleted at 1550 nm already after a 1 mm path length in the water.
Examining Figure 12, the strong absorption peak of liquid water around 1450 nm, as shown in
Figure 6, becomes more prominent with increasing l. The signals at wavelengths below 1000 nm
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are not significantly attenuated.
A temporal variation of the backscattered signal arising from aero-fauna can occur as a result of the
beating of the organism’s wings and can be used as a species identifier.
4.1 Species Identiﬁcation
Entomological radar has previously been performed, with radar cross sections for some species de-
termined as a means of identifying them [11]. In the same way, species optical cross sections (OCS)
can be established for lidar as a means of species identification.
The OCS for an insect is representative of specimen size and reflectance and describes the area (in
two dimensions) that an individual would occupy if it were a non-shiny, diffuse white colour [15].
The challenge posed by using theOCS as a species identifier is that it not only varies between species,
but can differ between individuals of the same species and even for the same individual. This comes
directly from the fact that an insect can return different signals depending on observation distance,
observation angle and phase in the wing-beat cycle. Figure 13 shows an example of the variation of
an insect OCS with time.
Figure 13: Example of an insect event at a distance of 1 km, sampled at 2 kHz and wavelength of 808
nm [15].
The green peaks in Figure 13 are due to specular reflections from the insect wing, whereas the
smoother red signal is the contribution from the more diffuse body. From this information, the
WBF of the insect can be extracted.
It has been shown that insect echoes can be parametrised by a discrete set of harmonics consisting of
the WBF fundamental harmonic and its higher harmonics [43]. As many as 20 higher harmonics
have been observed [44]. Hence, the OCS also undergoes oscillation and is described by Equation
7 [15]:
OCS(t) = (t)
h<1=2fsX
h=0
(c1;h sin(2f0ht) + c2;h cos(2f0ht)) (7)
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where t is time,  describes the contribution to the OCS from the insect body, h is the harmonic
index, fs is the sampling frequency, f0 is the WBF and c denotes OCS coefficients. This paramet-
risation is a stronger indicator of species than solely the WBF.
The detection of higher harmonics places a requirement on both the detector bandwidth and the
frequency at which the signal is sampled – these should be at least twice as large as the frequency of
the highest harmonic to be observed in accordance with the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem.
For insects with typical WBFs around 10-1000 Hz, bandwidths in the kHz regime are required.
5 Spectral Considerations
A high signal-to-background ratio (SBR) allows the detected signal to be discriminated from that
of the background. Thus, the reflected signal should be of as high intensity as possible compared to
the background signal and noise fluctuations. Selecting lidar wavelengths in spectral regions where
the intended target has high reflectance is ideal. Figure 14 shows the relative reflectances of a few
different targets.
Figure 14: The variation of relative reflectance with wavelength of different materials/targets. The
spectral response of the bumblebee is obtained from hyperspectral measurements while the remaining
datasets are sourced from the ASTER library [45]. The wavelengths 532 nm, 980 nm and 1550 nm are
marked on the plot. 100% reflectance is defined as that emerging from a diffuse, white surface.
Probing the bumblebee in Figure 14 at a wavelength of 1550 nm instead of the 532 nm used in
the Montana experiments discussed in Section 1.3, gives a significantly stronger backscattered sig-
nal provided that the incident radiation is otherwise identical in terms of intensity. However, the
low-reflectance absorption lines of gases can also be made use of to probe their atmospheric concen-
tration. Differential absorption lidar (DIAL), for example, involves the use of two wavelengths –
one ”ON”wavelength on an absorption line and another ”OFF” wavelength slightly outside the line
– and the differences in the reflected signal to determine concentration i.e. measuring atmospheric
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CO2 around  = 2000 nm [46].
Further considerations related to wavelength choice include those regarding solar irradiance and
atmospheric attenuation. Figure 15 depicts the spectral solar irradiance on Earth, with and without
atmospheric absorption.
Although band-pass, low-pass and high-pass filters can be placed in front of the detector to reduce
the background signal originating from ambient light in lidar measurements, solar irradiance at the
relevant laser wavelength should be considered. Using lidar wavelengths that correspond to high
solar irradiances will lead to increased ambient signal and low SBR. On the other hand, selecting
a wavelength within an atmospheric absorption band leads to increased atmospheric attenuation
of the laser beam, decreasing SBR at all times of day. There are exceptions to this statement. The
fourth harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser at 266 nm exhibits low atmospheric transmission combined
with low background levels, owing to the absorption at 266 nm present in the Ozone layer.
Aside from the spectral aspects mentioned above, consideration must be taken to available equip-
ment in the form of light sources and sensors. Keeping in mind that a high SBR is desirable,
it follows that high-power lasers and sensors with high quantum efficiency (QE) at the chosen
wavelengths are crucial.
Figure 15: The spectrum of the solar radiation before and after absorption in the Earth’s atmosphere
[47].
6 Temporal Considerations
6.1 Nyquist Frequency
The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem defines the minimum discrete sample rate required to
reconstruct a continuous signal. It is valid on the condition that the Fourier transform (FT) of the
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signal exists within a finite range of frequencies outside which it is zero. The signal is said to have a
finite bandwidth. Shannon states the following [48]:
”If a function f(t) contains no frequencies higher thanW cps, it is completely determined by giving its
coordinates at a series of points spaced 1=2W seconds apart.”
Here, cps stands for counts per second. In other words, correctly registering a signal requires
sampling it at a rate, fs, at least twice as fast as the frequency of the signal itself. The highest
frequency which can be correctly registered at a rate fs is called the Nyquist frequency, fN . If
sampling occurs below twice the signal frequency, the signal may be incorrectly registered as shown
in Figure 16a.
(a)
(b)
Figure 16: a) A 1 Hz sinusoidal signal sampled at 1 Hz registers a constant signal; the same signal
sampled at 0.8 Hz gives the appearance of a 0.2 Hz signal. b) A 1 Hz signal sampled at 0.8 Hz appears
as a 0.2 Hz signal in the discrete FT of the time series data. Integer multiples (in this case 1) of the
sampling frequency are subtracted from the true signal to give aliases appearing below the fN .
As Figure 16a shows, a 1 Hz sinusoidal continuous signal sampled at 1 Hz appears as a constant
value. If sampling takes place at 0.8 Hz, the resulting signal instead acquires the appearance of
a 0.2 Hz sinusoid. In fact, sampling at twice the signal frequency, 2 Hz, may also give rise to
a constant-value signal depending on the phase at which measurements take place. In order to
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correctly reconstruct the signal, sampling must always take place at frequencies larger than twice
the highest frequency of interest [49]. The measurement artifact that occurs when sampling at less
than twice fN , the highest relevant frequency in the signal, is called aliasing. When taking the
discrete Fourier transform of the sampled time series to inspect the frequency content of the signal,
as in Figure 16b, signals with frequencies higher than the sample rate (fs) of the measurements will
be shifted towards the lower end of the spectrum in fN , distorting the results.
6.2 Decimation
Decimation is the name given to the process by which a signal undergoes a conversion from a higher
sample rate to a lower sample rate. Given a 20Hz signal, the sample rate can be reduced to 10Hz by,
for example, including only every other data point or by averaging every two points. Oversampling,
the process of sampling the signal at a higher sample rate than required, can be used in conjunction
with decimation, or downsampling, in order to improve the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC)
resolution and reduce noise [50].
The resolution increase scales with the Nyquist frequency,fN , as follows:
fs = 4
b  fN (8)
where fs is the sampling frequency required to increase the resolution of the signal by b bits.
Thermal fluctuations, phase noise, quantisation error caused by rounding and truncation and several
other sources contribute to the overall noise level present in ADC conversions. The noise is assumed
to behave as white noise, having equal intensity at all frequencies. As discussed in Section 6.1, just
as any signal at a frequency higher than fN will be reflected in fN towards the lower part of the
spectrum, so will the noise. The level of this noise is proportional to the inverse square root of the
sampling frequency 1p
fs
[50]. It follows that the noise in the signal is decreased when the signal is
oversampled and subsequently decimated by averaging, and the SNR improves.
A laboratory example of an insect signal and its corresponding power spectrum, displaying the
intensity variation of the signal with frequency, are shown in Figure 17.
The WBF of the insect is around 185 Hz, with higher harmonics appearing at multiples of this
frequency as described in Section 4.1. Reduction of the original signal in Figure 17a to a sample
rate of 1 Hz is performed by both downsampling and averaging to compare the two decimation
methods. The resulting power spectra are shown in Figure 18.
The power spectrum in Figure 18a obtained by reducing the original time series to every 20th value
is overall noisier than that obtained when averaging every 20 values, seen in Figure 18b. Moreover,
more additional peaks seem to arise from aliasing effects in Figure 18a. The peak around 450 Hz
present in both power spectra arises from aliasing of the second harmonic around 550 Hz, seen in
Figure 17b.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 17: Backscattered signal from an insect (Drosophila melanogaster) in a laboratory setting (a),
with corresponding power spectrum (b). The signal was measured at a sample rate of 20 kHz and the
BW of the detector was 3.5 kHz.
(a) (b)
Figure 18: Power spectra obtained from the backscattered (Drosophila melanogaster) signal shown in
Figure 17. The original 20 kHz signal was reduced to an effective sample rate of 1 kHz by (a) down-
sampling, and (b) decimation by averaging.
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Part III
Methods, Results and Discussion
7 Time-of-Flight Lidar
7.1 Experimental Setup and Methods
The LUMBO facility is a reconfigurable mobile facility intended to carry out different types of
lidar measurements at a wide range of wavelengths. It is currently stationed on top of the Ecology
Department at Lund University shown in Figure 19.
Figure 19: On left: the red circle marks the current location of LUMBO. On right: LUMBO.
LUMBO is equipped with a pre-designed TOF system depicted in Figure 20.
The laser source consisted of an Erbium fibre laser (Er:FL) emitting pulses at 1550 nm and a repe-
tition rate of 20 kHz, as controlled by the data acquisition (DAQ) board. A power meter was used
to confirm that the average laser power was in the vicinity of the quoted average, 3 W. The 1550
nm laser was overlapped with a pilot beam at 808 nm to monitor the location of termination of the
beam. The two laser beams were passed through a beamsplitter which transmitted the 808 nm beam
and, to a high degree, reflected the 1550 nm pulses. A small fraction of the 1550 nm beam was
transmitted. A photodiode was constructed such that the transmitted 1550 nm signal could serve as
an optical trigger (circuit diagram in Appendix A) to the Picoscope 6404D USB oscilloscope. The
two beams were then expanded and directed into the atmosphere by a refractor telescope. The x-y
mount ensured that the Er:FL position could be adjusted to overlap with the 808 nm beam while
the beam divergence was modified by adjusting the focus of the refractor, to ensure that the beam
was focussed on the termination. A Newtonian reflector collected the backscattered 1550 nm laser
light and imaged it onto an indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) avalanche photodiode (APD). Upon
triggering, the oscilloscope sampled the signal obtained by the APD. Meanwhile, a third refractor
telescope imaged the pilot beam onto a Basler camera, sensitive to 808 nm light, with which the
beam position could be monitored.
The InGaAs APD had a diameter of 800 µm and was composed of four different segments, each
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connected to a BNC cable, allowing the segments to be sampled separately in four different chan-
nels. The spatial distribution of the signal across the APD segments of a signal arising from a certain
range was indicative of the field of view (FOV) at that point.
Figure 20: Schematic showing the TOF system in LUMBO.
7.1.1 Data Sampling with the Oscilloscope
The InGaAs APD has a BW of 113 MHz and is sampled by a four-channel Picoscope 6404D
oscilloscope from Picotech, able to sample at a total maximum rate of 5 gigasamples per second
(GS/s) – or, 1.25 GS/s. It has a buffer size of 2 GS where data can be temporarily stored before
transfer to a PC.
By writing acquisition software for the oscilloscope in Matlab with the software development kit
(SDK) it can be operated in two ways: streaming mode and rapid block mode. A few different
factors shape the ”ideal” acquisition mode in TOF Lidar. One of these is the acquisition time;
preferably, the acquisition time should be as long as possible or until the user defines that measure-
ments should stop. At the very least, acquisition time should be on the order of tens of milliseconds
to ensure adequate capture of data. For example, the signal from an insect with a WBF of 100 Hz
should be sampled for at least 10 ms. Secondly, the sample rate fs should be sufficiently high so as
to retain a high spatial resolution, as mentioned in Section 1.1. High sample rates, however, involve
the acquisition and storage of large amounts of data. fs, therefore, should be high enough to avoid
imposing strong constraints on the spatial resolution whilst being as low as possible to minimise
the required storage space.
Given these considerations and the specifications of the oscilloscope presented in Table 2, the suit-
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ability of the two different methods was assessed.
Table 2: Specifications for the Picoscope 6404D oscilloscope produced by Pico Tech.
Picoscope 6404D Speciﬁcations Value
Bandwidth 500 MHz
Rise time 3 ns
Resolution 8 bits
Input Range 1 M
 impedance: 50 mV to 20 V in 9 ranges50 
 impedance: 50 mV to 5 V in 7 ranges
Maximum Sample Rate, 4 Channels 1.25 GS/s (5GS/s for single channel)
Maximum Streaming Rate using SDK (USB 3.0) 156.25 MS/s
Timebase,  using SDK 0 - 4 (sample interval =
2
5000000
5 - 232   1 (sample interval =  4
156250000
)
Maximum Buffer Segments using SDK 2 000 000
Buffer Memory 2 GS
7.1.2 Alignment and TOF Measurements
Experiments performed at LUMBO involved terminating the beam on the brick wall of the chem-
istry building approximately 200 m away, North-West of where LUMBO is located in Figure 19.
Alignment of the setup involved three steps: ensuring that the two beams overlapped, ensuring that
the 1550 nm beam was focussed on the termination and ensuring that the termination was focussed
onto the APD. Overlap was critical in order to control where the 1550 nm beam was targeted,
since only the 808 nm beam was visible in the Basler camera and only the 1550 nm beam would
induce a signal in the APD. Overlap was obtained by replacing the APD with the Basler camera
in the Newtonian reflector and adjusting it such that the 808 nm laser spot on the termination
was positioned in the centre of the image obtained. The APD was inserted into the reflector again,
and the Er:FL was systematically scanned in the horizontal and vertical direction until a signal was
obtained, at which point the two beams were overlapped. Once overlap was attained, focus of the
laser beam on the termination was achieved by adjusting the focus of the refractor through which
the beam was emitted and monitoring the pilot beam with the Basler camera to minimise its size on
the termination. Similarly, achieving focus of the beam onto the APD involved mounting it onto
an appropriate length extension tube and adjusting the focus on the Newtonian reflector.
The oscilloscope sampled the APD signal at 1.25 GS/s with an oversampling factor of 10, implying
that the effective sample rate was 125 MHz. The data was acquired in blocks of 10 waveforms,
consisting of 1000 samples each
7.1.3 Eﬀorts to Improve SNR in Measurements
In an attempt to increase the SNR in the signal from the APD, the impedance level on Channel A
from the APD to the oscilloscope was changed by applying an BNC T-connector with resistances
higher than that otherwise used (50 
). The resistances tested were 150
 and 270
. Lastly, a
TIA for the APD was constructed with the aim of increasing the amplitude while maintaining the
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APD BW as high as possible. The manufacturer of the APD, Princeton Lightwave, predicted that
the APD BW would increase to 203 MHz if a TIA were used. See Appendix B for the frequency
response of the APD with/without the TIA and Appendix C for the proposed TIA design.
7.2 Results and Discussion
7.2.1 Developing a Method of Data Acquisition with the Oscilloscope
Streaming Mode
Streaming mode employs a continuous data transfer of the sampled data between the Picoscope
and the PC. According to the 6404D specifications, the maximum streaming rate should be 156.25
MS/s shared between the four channels in streaming mode [51]. This entails a streaming rate of
approximately 39 MS/s per channel.
It was considered whether or not data transfer between the oscilloscope and the PC could take place
at the same time as data sampling as this would be highly advantageous. Figure 21 shows to which
degree data can be oversampled for different spatial resolutions and sampling ranges if so is the case.
Figure 21: Plot showing the calculated trade-off between range and spatial resolution when operating
the oscilloscope in streaming mode. A 20 kHz pulse rate and sample rate of 1.25 GS/s are assumed. It is
also assumed that the data reduction in the oscilloscope takes place continuously by a factor equal to the
degree of oversampling shown.
Figure 21 assumes a 20 kHz pulse repetition rate and a sample rate of 1.25 GS/s per channel, later
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to be reduced by the oversampling factor. Also assumed is that sampling of each pulse commences
at pulse emission and ceases after the TOF of the laser pulse to the beam termination and back,
while data transfer occurs without interruption. Such conditions would be ideal for TOF lidar.
After many attempts, however, it came to light that although the driver functions defined for data
sampling and data streaming in streaming mode are separate, they must both run simultaneously
and continuously. An implication of this is that the sampling rate, fs is capped at the maximum
streaming rate – 39 MS/s per channel. This sample rate constrains the spatial resolution, xres to
7.68 m by:
xres =
2  c
2  fs
where c is the speed of light.
Oversampling to increase the SNR would impair the spatial resolution further.
Rapid Block Mode
Given a 20 kHz laser pulse repetition rate and a sample rate of 1.25 GS/s, the time taken to fill the
buffer at different degrees of oversampling was calculated for a variety of measurement ranges. An
’overhead’ of 5 µs where no sampling could take place was assumed to ensure that the oscilloscope
would be ready for the next trigger (laser pulse). The results are shown in Figure 22.
Given that one sample is 8 bits (see Table 2), it can be handled by Matlab as an ’int8’ signed 8-bit
integer and the 2 GS buffer thus translates to 2 GB of data. The PC transfer time shown in Figure
22 refers to the time taken to transfer the 2 GB buffer data to the PC at a rate of 150 MB/s. Above
this line, sampling takes place for a longer duration than the data transfer time, while the opposite
is true below the line.
After testing the acquisition code in rapid block mode, it became apparent that the downsampling
of the signal was not taking place correctly in the oscilloscope . At an oversampling factor n,
waveforms of length L were being stored as arrays of the same length on the PC, with the first L
n
elements constituting the downsampled signal, and the remainder being zeros. The implication
was that neither buffer space nor transfer time were spared. The manufacturer, Pico Technology,
was notified and contacted, leading to a modification of the device drivers in order to successfully
perform the downsampling in the hardware.
Data acquisition software was written, based on the software examples provided in the SDK. The
rough structure of the software is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 22: Variation of time taken to fill the 2 GS Picoscope buffer at a sample rate 1.25 GS/s for
varying degrees of oversampling.
Figure 23: Rough structure of the Matlab data acquisition script written to sample the avalanche
photodiode with the Piscoscope oscilloscope.
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Testing revealed that the acquisition software was slower than expected, to the extent that it would
take several hours to fill the buffer and subsequently transfer the data to the PC. In example, the
capture and transfer of 10 waveforms with 1000 samples per channel took approximately 300 ms,
excluding the time taken to initialise and shut down the oscilloscope. Seeing as there was a 20 kHz
trigger, the waveforms should have been captured at 50 µs intervals, meaning that it should take
500 µs in total to sample the signal. A pre-defined function from Pico Tech was used to convert the
analogue signal to digital values in the unit mV – this function stored the digital values as double-
precision floating point numbers, with a size of 64 bits each [52]. Hence, the total data transferred
to and handled by Matlab did not exceed 4 channels 10 waveforms 1000 samples 64 bits, or 640
kB. At a transfer rate of 150 MS/s, the data transfer should take 17.2 ms – an order of magnitude
smaller than the measured time.
7.2.2 Noise Characterisation
Previous experiments indicated that the background signal in the TOF system at LUMBO is high,
causing periodic disturbances that could be mistaken for, or shroud, the harmonics caused by the
modulation from insects’ wingbeats. These disturbances manifested as sudden wave packets in
the time series data, with distinct features in the frequency domain. In order to characterise the
background signal in LUMBO and attempt to determine its source, the signal from the APD was
measured in four different scenarios:
1. Cover on receiver telescope (dark), APD not connected to any power supply
2. Cover on receiver telescope (dark), APD connected to 12 V power supply
3. APD exposed to daylight (light), connected to 12 V power supply
4. APD exposed to daylight (light), connected to 12 V battery
Measuring the background signal in these four different scenarios allowed for the effects of optical
disturbances, mains disturbances and electromagnetic interference (EMI) to be distinguished from
each other.
With knowledge of its Steinhart Hart coefficients, the APD was cooled to -40℃ with a thermo-
electric cooler (TEC). It was sampled in the scenarios 1) to 4) listed above at a sample rate of 1.25
GHz per channel, giving rise to the power spectra shown in Figure 24.
For comparison purposes, the different data sets in Figure 24 were normalised such that the common
peak at 391.6 MHz gave the same contribution for all scenarios.
In general, the data sets obtained in the four different scenarios exhibit very similar frequency con-
tent, with the exception of the data acquired when no power supply was connected. This data set
displays higher intensity disturbances at frequencies in the 0.85 MHz - 1.10 MHz range than the
remaining data sets in which the disturbances are have a somewhat lower relative amplitude. The
lack of reverse bias in this condition could be a possible explanation for this effect, as it causes the
APD to become more sensitive to disturbances.
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Figure 24: Power spectra of background signal in LUMBO for varying conditions of the avalanche
photodiode.
The APD has a BW of 113 MHz, entailing that signals above this frequency most probably arise
from EMI or disturbances in the power supply/battery as opposed to optical disturbances registered
by the APD. Comparing the datasets from light and dark conditions with a 12 V power supply, there
are no distinct disparities between the two, suggesting that any optical disturbances are limited.
Furthermore, it is evident that the relative amplitude of the low-frequency spectral content increases
with the presence of a power supply or battery, implying that broadband disturbances are being
introduced in both cases. Powering the APD with the battery seems to cause a spectrum-wide
shift in relative amplitude, meaning that the relative height of the peak at 391.6 MHz is smaller in
comparison to the remaining spectral content. The standard deviation of the spectral content from
the APD powered by the battery is plotted alongside the power spectrum in Figure 25.
Figure 25 shows that the standard deviation for the peak at 391.6 MHz is lower than the average
standard deviation, implying that the source of the disturbance is stable in time. As such, it is
possible that the spectrum-wide shift in relative amplitude seen when using the battery is due to
voltage noise [53].
It is reasonable to deduct that the majority of peaks shown in Figure 24 are the result of EMI arising
from the interaction of exterior signals in the background with the electronics of the system. The
peaks between 0.85MHz - 1.10MHz, for example, coincide very well with the frequencies at which
local radio stations broadcast [54].
To assess the effects of sampling at lower sample rates in order to accommodate efficient data collec-
tion, the 1.25 GHz background time series data collected in light conditions and with a connected
12 V power supply was sampled at different rates, shifting the associated Nyquist frequency, Nf ,
to lower frequencies. The power spectra were obtained by performing a discrete Fourier transform
on the data and are presented in Figure 26.
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Figure 25: Power spectrum of background signal in LUMBO as measured with the avalanche photodiode
reverse biased with a 12 V battery and exposed to daylight, alongside the standard deviation associated
with the frequency content. Low standard deviations indicate signals that are consistent in time whereas
high standard deviations suggest a fluctuating signal.
Figure 26: Fourier transforms of the background signal obtained when sampling the APD in light
conditions and reverse biased by a 12 V power supply at different sample rates and thus different associated
Nyquist frequencies. Peak p at 225 Mhz is folded in the Nyquist frequencies of the other datasets to
positions a1, a2, a3 and a4.
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The spectra arising from time series sampled at decreased rates (Nf = 125MHz, 104MHz, 89Mhz,
78 MHz) display higher-amplitude baselines when compared to the spectrum at Nf = 613MHz.
Furthermore, in contrast to the original dataset atNf = 613MHz, the spectra with lower Nyquist
frequencies are significantly noisier at the low-frequency end of the spectrum, exhibiting peaks not
present in the original spectrum. Both of these effects arise from aliasing in the Nyquist frequencies.
Several peaks seem to be aliased in the Nyquist frequencies, as explained in Section 6. For example,
the structures labelled a1; a2; a3 and a4 in Figure 26 are similar in shape and relative amplitude
to the structure p. In order to identify aliased peaks in the 125 MHz, 104 MHz, 89 MHz and 78
MHz spectra, the positions, fp, of prominent peaks in the 613 MHz spectrum were identified and
mirrored in the respective Nyquist frequencies to give the aliased positions. A selection of some of
the prominent peaks, and their FWHM positions in the different datsets, are presented in Table 3.
Depending on the sampling frequency with whichmeasurements are taken, the peaks listed in Table
3 or their aliased equivalents should be filtered from the data.
Table 3: Identified background disturbances in LUMBO and the associated frequencies at which they
appear when sampling at rates twice the Nyquist frequencies, Nf listed.
Peak
Position (MHz)
Nf = 613 MHz
Aliased Position (MHz)
Nf =
125 MHz
Nf =
104 MHz
Nf =
89 MHz
Nf =
78 MHz
1 487 13 70 49 18
2 391 109 26 34 78
3 303 53 95 54 10
4 225 25 17 46 69
5 185 65 23 6 29
6 161 89 47 18 5
7 104 104 104 75 52
8 102 102 102 77 54
9 101 101 101 78 55
10 95 95 95 84 61
7.2.3 Time-of-Flight Measurements
Figure 27 is a representative example of the signal obtained in one of the APD channels when
terminating the Er:FL beam at the chemistry building. Data was collected by the oscilloscope in
rapid block mode, with 1000 sets of data containing 10 waveforms for the four channels, each
consisting of 1000 samples and sampled at an effective sample rate of 125 MHz.
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Figure 27: Themedian and minimum signal in a single channel obtained from the wall of the chemistry
building at which the Er:FL was terminated across 107 laser shots. The total TOF of the signal spanning
1.368 µs corresponds to a detector-termination distance of 204.5 m.
In the case of Figure 27, sampling took place at 1.25 GS/s in each channel and was downsampled
by a factor 10 which led to a spatial resolution of 2.4 m. The dynamic range of the oscilloscope was
set to 500 mV and the vertical resolution was 1.24 mV. There is a dark current in the channel
around 18 mV and the peak at 1.368 µs represents the TOF of the laser pulse, translating into a
detector-termination distance of 204.5 m. The FWHM of the termination peak is approximately 8
ns wide, or 125 MHz wide in the frequency domain. This is in agreement with the effective sample
frequency after downsampling (1:25 GHz
10
= 125MHz).
Figure 28(a) displays the signal strength distribution in each channel at the time at which the ter-
mination echo registers on the APD, from which the dark current in the channels has been sub-
tracted. Figure 28(b) conveys the noise distributions in the signal obtained prior to the arrival of
the termination echo.
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(a)
Figure 28: Distributions of the measured signal intensity across the four channels for (a) the time bin
in which the termination signal arrives and (b) the pre-termination time bins. The dark current in
each respective channel is subtracted from the relevant distributions. Termination was at the wall of the
chemistry building.
From Figure 28(a), it is evident that the termination echo is not evenly distributed across the quad-
rants. As seen in Figure 28(b), the noise in all the channels follows similar Gaussian-like distribu-
tions, with a FWHM of approximately 4 mV. This implies that the SNRs for the channels differs
between channels, from having a value of 24 in channel D to having a value of 15 in Channel
B. Assuming that the beam is entirely collimated at the termination, it would have an area of
Ab =   (522 )2 mm2 = 2124 mm2. Taking the area of an airborne object, Ao, to be in the
region of Ao =   (52)2 mm2 = 20 mm2, the backscattered signal from the object could be es-
timated to be a factor of Ab
Ao
smaller than that from the termination – in this example, therefore,
the object signal would be a factor of 106 times smaller. The backscattered signal from the object
would thus be indistinguishable from the noise. Referring back to Figure 14, it is possible that the
reflectance of an insect, for example, would be higher than that of the red brick of the chemistry
building, increasing the intensity of the backscattered light from the insect in relation to that from
the termination. Reflections from insects at ranges shorter than the termination would also increase
the intensity of the backscattered signal due to the inverse-square relationship between intensity and
range, less atmospheric attenuation of the laser beam and an inherent variation in beam intensity
with range as a result of beam divergence. Hence, detecting insects at short ranges could potentially
be possible with the existing setup, but the arrangement is not currently able to reliably monitor
insects of varying sizes at large distances.
The time at which the termination signal arrived at the APD was stable both in time and across
the channels. During one test, however, the termination signal seemed to be consistently spread
out across two time bins. By plotting the signal strength distribution similarly to in Figure 28(a), a
representation of the termination image on the APD could be generated, as seen in Figure 29.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 29: a) Example of signal placement on APD active area and b) spatial distribution of termination
signal, arriving between two time (and range) bins. The differing distributions are indicative of the APD
FOV at the ranges in question.
Figure 28(b) is an example of a case in which the laser is directed towards the termination at an
angle, projecting the laser spot over a finite distance parallel to the emission direction. This causes
variations in TOF from different regions within the projection and the signal is traced back to two
different range bins. By mapping the spatial distribution of the backscattered signal from different
ranges, the FOV of the different quadrants can be deducted and later used to extract, for example,
the flight headings of an insect.
7.2.4 SNR Improvement
As previously mentioned, alternative impedances were applied to Channel A in an attempt to in-
crease the SNR of the backscattered light from the wall of the Chemistry building. Figure 30 shows
the results of these experiments, conveying the median signal acquired.
During the experiments performed to obtain the results shown in Figure 30, alignment was prob-
lematic and no strong signal could be obtained, as indicated by the small termination signal ob-
tained at the standard impedance of 50
 in contrast to the signal shown in Figure 27. Although the
amplitude increases, the FWHM of the termination peak around 1.2 µs experiences a significant
increase with increasing impedance, to the extent that the spatial resolution of the system is severely
compromised and the application of alternative impedances via a T-connector is not an appropriate
method of amplifying the obtained APD signal. Unfortunately, the TIA built to bypass this prob-
lem experienced strong interference effects due to its design, causing it to heat up and introduce
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heavy sinusoidal disturbances into the oscilloscope readings.
Figure 30: Median signal obtained from TOF measurements on the wall of chemistry building for
different impedances applied to Channel A.
8 Scheimpﬂug Lidar
8.1 Experimental Setup and Methods
The Scheimpflug lidar set up is situated at Lund University, marked by the leftmost red circle in
Figure 31. The design of the system is shown in Figure 32.
Figure 31: Aerial view of the building from which Scheimpflug measurements were performed (marked
by leftmost circle) and the wooden tunnel through which the lasers were aimed and in which particle
experiments were performed (on right).
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Figure 32: Schematic showing the experimental setup of the Scheimpflug lidar equipment.
A laser driver was configured to switch between three time slots: no laser, a 980 nm laser and a
1550 nm laser in the SWIR region. The total laser peak power was measured to be 4.2 W and
2.5 W respectively. With the use of a dichroic beamsplitter, the two laser beams were directed
into a refractor by which they were expanded and emitted. Backscattered light was captured by a
Newtonian reflector telescope. The reflector focussed the light onto the InGaAs 2048 pixel array,
with pixel size 12 µm  50 µm. The array was tilted at 45 ° with respect to the optical axis of the
reflector, and transferred the signal to a PC. Not shown in Figure 32 is the Ximea camera used to
image the 980 nm beam for alignment purposes. LabVIEW software was was used to control how
fast switching between time slots took place, to adjust the number of time slots (lines) in a single
frame and to obtain an overview of the signal during measurements. The ranging information
was obtained as described in Section 1.2 and the near limit of the system was at 35 m. Due to a
mismatch between available filters and the wavelengths of the lasers, the system was confined to
night-time operation.
8.2 Alignment
The system was operated indoors through an open window and was pointed towards a hollow
wooden tunnel on the roof of the CIRCLE building at Lund University, situated 65 m from the
Scheimpflug setup. The laser beam was terminated on the Elite Hotel Ideon building, located
approximately 980 m away.
Superposition of the two beams was obtained by directing the lasers onto the brick wall of the nearby
CIRCLE building at Lund University, marked in Figure 31. The 980 nm beam was monitored by
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the Ximea camera and scanned with the x   y mount until both beams gave rise to a signal in
the same range pixels on the InGaAs array. Once overlapped, the beams were pointed towards the
black box on top of the Elite Hotel Ideon building. The focus on the refractor was adjusted to
focus the laser beam on the termination, and the InGaAs array was rotated around the axis of the
cylindrical extension tube in which it was fastened until the termination signal appeared around
pixels 1800 to 2000 of the array. The presence of an atmospheric signal decaying with increasing
range due to attenuation confirmed that focus along the whole laser beam had been attained and
that the Scheimpflug condition (see Figure 1) had been fulfilled.
8.3 Dual Band Classiﬁcation of Aerosols
In order to investigate the capabilities of dual band Scheimpflug lidar in the identification and clas-
sification of atmospheric aerosols, different types of aerosol were released in the wooden tunnel on
the roof of the CIRCLE building during night-time and winter conditions. The aerosols included
four types of soot, cement powder, ash and NaHCO3, released with the aid of an inverted vacuum,
water vapour released through exhalation and smoke released through the burning of a cardboard by
the probe volume. The three time slots (1550 nm illumination, 980 nm illumination and ”dark”)
were alternated between at a line rate of 500 Hz.
Signals above a threshold consisting of the static atmopsheric signal plus twice the noise were re-
gistered as es.
8.4 Dual Band Measurements of Insects
Scheimpflugmeasurements were performed in themonth of July to acquire insect signals. As before,
three time slots corresponding to 1550 nm, 980 nm and ”dark” were implemented. The exposure
time for each was 166 s, giving an effective sample rate of 2 kHz for each respective channel (a
line rate of 6 kHz).
8.5 Results and Discussion
8.5.1 Dual Band Classiﬁcation of Aerosols
Figure 33 depicts an example of the spatiotemporal evolution of a particle plume imaged with the
dual band Scheimpflug setup, in this case a sample of NaHCO3. It conveys the diffusion of the
NaHCO3 plume along the laser beam with time. Initially, the plume spreads more towards shorter
ranges. That is to say, the plume travels towards the Scheimpflug setup and the it can be concluded
that the wind direction contains a component directed towards the equipment. Occasionally, emis-
sion plumes from vehicles travelling on the road behind the CIRCLE building were visible in the
data.
The backscatter from particle plumes such as the one shown in Figure 33 was analysed first by
subtracting the contribution in the dark time slot from the 1550 nm and 980 nm measurements
to eradicate background, and then by comparing the backscattered light in 1550 nm to that in 980
nm in two consecutive time slots (laser lines). Doing so generated distinct distributions for different
kinds of particles, with the midline contour for three of these distributions conveyed in Figure 34.
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Figure 33: Composite false colour time-range map, depicting the evolution of a sample of NaHCO3 with
time, from its release point marked by the red star. The dispersal of the sample towards shorter ranges
suggests a wind velocity with a direction component pointed towards the setup.
Figure 34: Curves showing the midline contour of the 2D distribution of the scattering intensities in the
many time-range pixels from each particle plume released. The distance from the origin indicates particle
concentration while the spectral slope is indicative of particle species.
The distribution contours of the three aerosols depicted in Figure 34, although all elliptical in shape,
convey distinct differences with respect to radial distance from the origin and angular position. Aer-
osol concentration, not controlled in this experiment, should affect the extinction coefficient and
subsequently the intensity of the scattered light, shifting the midline contour of the particle scatter-
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ing distribution further from the origin the more concentrated a sample is. With this reasoning, it is
highly likely that the cement sample in Figure 34 was of a higher concentration than the particulate
content in the smoke originating from the cardboard combustion. Aerosol concentration, however,
should not affect the scattering spectral slope. The angle  describing the position of a distribution
is therefore indicative of its scattering coefficient. Referring back to Sections 2 and 3 and Figure
9, it was explained that scattering coefficient is a result of the unique properties of a medium in
addition to the wavelength of the incident radiation and the particle diameter. As such, the spectral
slope varies between aerosols and this method can be used to distinguish between different samples.
The scattering distributions with respect to spectral slope are presented in Figure 35.
Figure 35: Histograms of the spectral slope pertaining to the different particle specimens released in the
Scheimpflug particle release experiments.
From Figure 35, it appears that preferential scattering towards 1550 nm occurs only for the soot
sample, while the remaining aerosols scatter towards 980 nm. This is in agreement with the simula-
tion on Mie scattering from water particles, shown in Figure 9. The steepest spectral slopes are seen
in the ”exhalation” and ”cardboard combustion” (smoke) samples. H2O, present in water vapour,
and CO2, produced during combustion, both have absorption lines in the 1550 nm region [55]
[56]. The laser used, however, was an uncontrolled temperature multimode laser diode, presumably
with a large spectral bandwidth. It is possible that the water vapour formed very small solid water
particles due to the ambient temperature of  12°C, scattering more at shorter wavelengths than at
longer wavelengths. Preferential scattering of the 980 nm laser light, therefore, is reasonable and to
be expected. The spectral slope distributions of the various aerosols act as a signature, or fingerprint,
characterising each particle type.
If a particle sample scatters more towards 980 nm, the spectral slope distribution is shifted towards
the blue side of Figure 35, whereas a preferential scattering in 1550 nm leads to a distribution
shift towards the red side. The spectral slope of the soot sample (42 nm) is the only sample in
Figure 35 to show stronger scattering in 1550 nm (as measured by the position of the median of
the distribution); it is represented as a Box andWhisker plot together with the three remaining soot
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samples in Figure 36.
Figure 36: Box and whisker plots of the scattering ratios (spectral slopes) from measurements on four soot
samples with varying primary particle diameters. The red line represents the median of the data set, the
upper and lower edges of the box represent the interquartile range (IQR). 99.3% of the data is contained
within the whiskers.
Judging by Figure 36, it seems that the larger the primary particle size of the soot, themore scattering
occurs in 980 nm relative to 1550 nm. However, as discussed in Section 2, Rayleigh scattering oc-
curs at wavelengths much larger than the particle diameter, as is the case with the four soot samples,
and scales with  4. From a physical point of view, it is thus not supported by scattering theory that
scattering from the soot particles should be stronger in the 1550 nm regime. One possible reason
for the controversial preferential scattering towards larger wavelengths could be that the primary
particles form aggregates of various shapes and sizes. In particular, the soot samples with primary
particle size 66 nm and 68 nm form large structures of approximately 500 nm in length [57]. At
relatively large particle diameters (>10  m), the difference in backscattered intensity between 980
nm and 1550 nm is not as pronounced as for particles with smaller diameters (see Figure 9). The
larger structures could potentially lead to the less wavelength-dependent Mie scattering instead of
Rayleigh scattering, explaining the small difference in relative scattering in 980 nm and 1550 nm,
as well as the small variation between the sample sets. It should not be forgotten that the Mie and
Rayleigh theory mentioned make the assumption that the spherical particles in question are spher-
ical; this is most certainly not the case for the soot particles. As such, the unexpected results could
perhaps be attributed to the irregularity of the soot particles.
Although the medians of the datasets are statistically separated from each other, all of the soot
distributions show large spread and further experiments are in any case required to confirm the
presence of the aforementioned trend in the data.
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8.5.2 Dual Band Measurements on Insects
Figures 37 and 38 portray the time series data and corresponding Fourier transform of a single insect
event respectively, captured at wavelengths of 1550 nm and 980 nm.
Figure 37: Time series data of an insect signal measured at a SWIR wavelength of 1550 nm and
a NIR wavelength of 980 nm, showing the body, wing-beat and combined contributions respectively.
The separation into body and wing contributions is performed by a manual wing beat analysis script.
Measurements performed at a sample frequency of 2 kHz (6 kHz line rate). The relative differences
between the two wavelengths in transmittance through the long-pass filter have been corrected for.
In both the SWIR and NIR regimes, the intensity of the signal (and the OCS) oscillates with time
as described in Section 4.1. The SWIR signal reveals four distinct wing beats, while the NIR signal
shows only three.
The SWIR signal in Figure 37 is significantly higher than that of the NIR signal. This is partially to
be expected from the higher average laser power (see Table 1). Assuming that the spectral response
of the InGaAs is equal at 980 nm and 1550 nm, as suggested by [58], a stronger signal in 1550
nm points toward a higher reflectance in 1550 nm. It is assumed that the spectral response of a
bumblebee in the NIR-SWIR spectral domain is representative of the insect observed in Figure 37.
Looking back at Figure 12, it is evident that the insect reflectance at 1550 nm is strongly dependent
on the path length through water. In other words, the reflectance depends largely on the size and
water content of the insect. It also depends on the presence of any fur which way shield the tissue.
If the water content of all insects can be taken to be roughly identical, the relative intensity between
the NIR and SWIR band can be used to determine the lengths of the respective scattering paths in
the insect. The lengths of the scattering paths are, in turn, a measure of the scattering coefficient
and can be used to identify the species.
The Fourier transforms of the time-series signals are presented in Figure 38. Thse both indicate a
WBF of 127 Hz, with associated higher harmonics. The SWIR band resolved three clear higher
harmonics and the Fourier transform of the NIR band data gave four harmonics, despite the lower
intensity. With a Nyquist frequency of 1 kHz, up to six harmonics should theoretically be visible
at the given WBF.
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Figure 38: Fourier Transforms of the time series data shown in Figure 37 depicting the WBF peak and
three discernable harmonics.
Part IV
Conclusion and Outlook
Efforts have been made to implement two elastic lidar techniques for short wave infrared measure-
ments on atmospheric aerosols and insects.
To bring the TOF system into a state in which measurements could be performed, an optical trigger
was constructed and software was developed to tailor the data acquisition to a form suitable for en-
tomological lidar. The software ran an order of magnitude slower than the quoted speeds, implying
a delay between acquired data sets that would be significant enough to affect the suitability of the
acquistion method in the context of entomological lidar campaigns. In order to reduce the time
taken for the software to run, the raw analogue data (16 bit integer) could be stored as opposed to
the double-precision 64 bit floating point numbers. Although this would not bring the software
up to quoted speeds, it would offer some improvement.
It was deduced that the sources of the background signal present in the equipment at LUMBO
were primarily as a result of electromagnetic interference between external signals and the system
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electronics. Optical and mains disturbances were not equally significant. A list of significant peaks
to filter from the data was identified and presented for future use. The TOF registered for the round-
trip distance between LUMBO and the chemistry building corresponded well with a distance of
approximately 200 m. The signal obtained from the wall of the chemistry building, however, had
SNRs between 15 and 24, meaning that any potential insect signals would not be discriminated
from the noise. Although the signals obtained were too low to identify any aero-fauna, the potential
of using the APD to map the FOV at different distances from the detector was exemplified when
the termination signal was spread between two different range bins. Unfortunately, attempts to
increase the amplitude and SNR of the termination signal by application of alternative impedances
and the manufacture of a transimpedance amplifier were unsuccessful. The alternative impedances
resulted in very poor spatial resolution and the TIA was subject to strong interference effects that
rendered it inoperative.
Should the data acquisition software be redeveloped in order to avoid the source of the lag, if
possible, the APD signal would be able to be sampled at a high enough frequency and for sufficiently
long durations to register insect events and their higher harmonics. A redesign of the TIA is also
crucial to the future performance of the TOF system – with a higher APD BW, the only limiting
factor on spatial resolution would be the pulse width at 6 ns. Should these changes and the purchase
of suitable filters be made to decrease the ambient signal, the TOF system shows great potential as
a technique for the detailed study of aero-fauna. Given the system specifications mentioned in
Section 1.3, the LUMBO system could potentially offer a significant improvement in terms of
sensitivity and measurement range compared to previous measurements. Additionally, the use of
a quadrant APD opens up for the possibility to register movement of insects within the beam and
perform experiments on e.g. insect flight direction during different conditions.
Dual band measurements on both aerosols/particle plumes and insects were performed with the
Scheimpflug setup. The proof-of-concept measurements on particle plumes demonstrated the
spatio-temporal abilities of the technique by showing how the plume evolved from its release point.
Given that even emission plumes from vehicles were occasionally registered in the data, the tech-
nique shows promise in the detection and localisation of pollution sources. Moreover, the com-
parison of the plume signals in terms of spectral slope and opacity showed that the Scheimpflug
lidar method is capable of distinguishing different particles/aerosols from each other. Dual band
measurements performed on insects demonstrate the ability of the Scheimpflug setup to resolve not
only the WBFs of insects, but also several higher harmonics, in two wavelengths at the same time.
Similarly to the particle measurements, the dual band measurements could potentially be analysed
in order to serve as a basis for species identification.
Further experiments on particles with the Scheimpflug setup could involve a more controlled release
of particles and different samples. More information regarding the particle samples, obtainable
through microscopy, would have been desirable. Moreover, it would be interesting to map bulk
atmospheric gases at the high spatiotemporal resolution provided by the Scheimpflug infrastructure;
this could be done by modifying the laser wavelengths to target the absorption lines of the gases in
question.
In conclusion, many atmospheric gases and molecules present in living organisms show structure
in the SWIR regime. Combined with the fact that SWIR wavelengths can be used at high power
densities owing to the fact that certain wavelengths are relatively eye safe, the lidarmethods discussed
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in this thesis show great potential as methods of monitoring aeorosols and aero-fauna with improved
sensitivity and resolution.
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Appendix A: Photodiode Construction
Thephotodiode constructed to act as an optical trigger in the LUMBOTOF systemwas constructed
according to the circuit diagram shown in Figure 39.
Figure 39: Circuit diagram of photodiode constructed to act as optical trigger in LUMBO TOF system.
Appendix B: Avalanche Photodiode BODE Plots
The following BODE plots depicting the simulated frequency response of the InGaAs APD in the
LUMBO TOF system are sourced from email communication with the manufacturer, Princeton
Lightwave.
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Figure 40: BODE Plot of APD Performance. BW = 113 MHz.
Themanufacturer proposed the use of a transimpedance amplifier to increase the bandwidth of the
APD.
Figure 41: BODE Plot of simulated APD Performance with transimpedance amplifier. BW = 203
MHz
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Appendix C: Transimpedance Ampliﬁer Design
Princeton Lightwave proposed that a TIA be incorporated with the APD according to the circuit
diagram shown in Figure 42 to increase the SNR.
Figure 42: Proposed circuit design, incorporating a TIA to increase APD BW. Diagram sourced from
mail communication with the manufacturer, Princeton Lightwave.
TheTIA used in the simulation from Princeton Lightwave was of model VMMK-1218 from Avago.
The circuit consists of appropriate biasing circuits, and a 200 ohm feedback resistor (0402) from
the drain to the gate. The 32 pF capacitor at the input represents the diode junction capacitance
and is not a separate component.
An image of the circuit board soldered for the purposes of this thesis, and including TIAs on each
APD channel, is shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43: Image of the unsuccessful circuit design with four TIAs on each APD channel
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